Why does overhead big screen storage make sense?
1. Big screens have big footprints and gobble up rack space quickly.
2. Every time a big screen is moved it can get dropped.
3. Climbing a ladder to get a big screen is asking for trouble and injuries. Now all employees can move the big screens, not just the big and strong ones.
4. Every month you are paying for open air space that could be used for optimal storage. Your empty overhead space suddenly becomes very valuable.

Why would you consider the LiftNStore® Overhead Big Screen Lift?
1. Restocking the sales floor is quick and easy.
2. Open your regular shelving for high turnover items.
3. Maintaining accurate inventory is fast and easy because you can see what you have.
4. Shrinkage is reduced because your big screens are out of casual reach and there is a lockable control switch available.

- The overhead big screen lift is a modular design. Each section is eight feet long so it is easy for you to optimize your space.
- All LiftNStore® Overhead Big Screen Lifts do the same thing, they go up and down. They are simple, reliable and strong.
- Because the big screen lift is an 'electric appliance' not a 'building improvement', you will enjoy a nice tax break.
- Every LiftNStore® Overhead Big Screen Lift is made with pride in the United States of America.
- Your satisfaction is guaranteed. With more than 3,300 successful installations over the last 20 years, LiftNStore® Overhead Lifts have become the gold standard and we stand behind our lifts.

Shown above is the LiftNStore® Overhead Big Screen Lift, model LX-1001 which is eight feet long.
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